Introduction {#tca12405-sec-0001}
============

Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) plays an important role in early stage non‐small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), in which image guidance plays a crucial role.[1](#tca12405-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#tca12405-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#tca12405-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}, [4](#tca12405-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} But what if the tumor is significantly enlarged just before SBRT and image guidance is no longer feasible? Herein we report our experience of a such a case. The research ethics committee of our institution approved this study (CMUH105‐REC2‐070).

Case report {#tca12405-sec-0002}
===========

An 83‐year‐old man was diagnosed with medically inoperable clinical stage T2N0M0 right upper lobe NSCLC by bronchoscopic exam (patent airway, but endobronchial ultrasound‐guided biopsy revealed large cell carcinoma), followed by positron emission tomography‐computed tomography (PET‐CT) after a chest X‐ray revealed abnormal results during routine surveillance for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. He was referred for SBRT on July 15, 2013. Radiotherapy simulation was arranged on July 17, 2013 using abdominal compression with free breathing CT, complemented with inhale/exhale CT. We used a clinical target volume of at least 5 mm around the gross tumor and a 5 mm planned target volume margin, and planned for 62Gy/10Fx (for a biological equivalent dose of around 100 Gy10) (Fig [1](#tca12405-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}a). The tumor shape was relatively spherical, with a volume of 11.4 cc. Although the patient was well and did not experience any discomfort, such as fever or cough, during the period between RTP to planned SBRT, the tumor was found to be significantly enlarged after verification using cone‐beam computed tomography (CBCT) on day 1 (August 1, 2013) of the planned SBRT (Fig [1](#tca12405-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}b). The center of the tumor mass had changed significantly. Because of the uncertainty regarding his underlying disease status, we ceased plans for SBRT and arranged alternate simulation treatment for August 2, 2014 (Fig [1](#tca12405-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}c). At that time, the tumor was larger (volume 29.9 cc) with an altered shape, elongating toward the cranial/lateral side. As we expected, the original SBRT plan could not fully cover the current tumor, especially at the cranial/lateral part (Fig [1](#tca12405-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}d). Although there was a bronchus located within the initial tumor mass and we could not exclude the possibility of atelectasis, we were still uncomfortable regarding the true etiology. We decided that it was impractical to consider repeating a pathological exam and PET‐CT. We changed our plan to conventional fractionated radiotherapy (CFRT) of 74 Gy in 37 fractions (74 Gy but not 60Gy for radiotherapy only) after discussion with referring physicians. The patient completed the treatment without incident and showed an initial response on follow‐up computed tomography (CT) on November 21, 2013. However, during a subsequent CT on April 2, 2014, new lung metastasis was detected. The patient received best supportive care thereafter and was under hospice care at last follow‐up (November 26, 2015).

![Tumor image on (**a**) initial simulation (gross tumor volume, GTV = 11.4 cc), (**b**) cone‐beam computed tomography, (**c**) re‐simulation (GTV = 30 cc), and (**d**) re‐simulation and isodose distribution, if treated using the original plan. Please note, axial images were not presented at the same level but at the level with the greatest diameter; therefore, the orthogonal image was also displaced.](TCA-8-118-g001){#tca12405-fig-0001}

Discussion {#tca12405-sec-0003}
==========

We searched PubMed using (lung cancer) AND ((stereotactic body radiotherapy) OR (stereotactic ablative radiotherapy)) AND ((volume\*) OR (enlarged) OR (growth) OR (progressed) OR (progression)) as keywords to find relevant studies. Among 1083 studies, we found that tumor growth before radiotherapy planning (RTP) in lung cancer patients treated with SBRT had been reported.[5](#tca12405-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} There were also studies reporting potential tumor growth during SBRT.[6](#tca12405-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} However, less is known of the period in‐between (i.e. after RTP but before SBRT), as seen in this case. Murai *et al.* investigated potential tumor growth from "CT to before referral" to "CT for treatment planning or positioning before SBRT" in 201 patients. In the time period from diagnostic CT to simulation or positional CT (i.e. start of RTP or CBCT, respectively), no T stage progression was found in 41 of the patients. However, this study did not differentiate "from diagnosis to simulation" and "from simulation to treatment" (the in‐between period in our study).[7](#tca12405-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} Salamekh *et al.* evaluated the trend of tumor growth of 18 lung tumors from 15 cases. They found no obvious tumor enlargement in the first CBCT when compared with tumor contouring on the planning CT. However, the interval from simulation to CBCT was not reported in this study.[8](#tca12405-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Although a wait time of up to four weeks has been reported to be acceptable,[7](#tca12405-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} it is still possible that a tumor might be significantly enlarged between RTP and SBRT, as shown in this case. Optimal management in this scenario requires further investigation. A recent textbook considered the concept of re‐examination using CBCT and re‐simulation for adaptive SBRT to tailor technical aspects of treatment, as up to 32% of patients experienced significant changes in their tumor during SBRT.[9](#tca12405-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#tca12405-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#tca12405-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} Significant dosimetric improvement could be achieved by tailoring SBRT to each patient after reassessing tumor growth before proceeding with SBRT.

In conclusion, to our knowledge, we report the first case to show significant tumor progression specifically just before planned SBRT (not before RTP or during SBRT). Volumetric image guidance is crucial to identify this potential clinical scenario, although optimal management requires further investigation.
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